
Peniodic table worksheet 2

1. \\4rich of the foliorvhs is the Lewis structure for magnesium?
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2. Which one of these characteristics alone provides the information you need to represent
atom using the Lewis notation?

@);The group number ( utttentt)x C) The aromic mass
B) The period number D) The number of protons

3. During ionization, an atom can become a positive ion. How does an atom become a
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positive ion?
A) it gains one or more electrons
B) It gains one or more protons

ffit toses one or more electrons
D; It loses one or more protons lr. f vutar r$ fu16 vcll-
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4. An element from period 3 is represented berow in Lewis notation.
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what is the name of this element? rtr.1w$.iu{tn
Draw the Rutherford diagram of this ele'ment.

Which atom is comectly represented with the Lewis notation?
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Sodium chioride gfaCl)
to represent each atom

6. The salinity of water is due to the presence of minerar sarts.
is one of the salts dissolved irr seawater. Use Lewis notation
that makes up sodium chloride Q..laCI).
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8. Each statement is incorrect, correct the wrong part so that it reads correctly.
a- O has a -2 eharge because it dona$es 2 electrons during a chemical reaction.

l,\\(85
b- Mg has a+2 chargebecause it donates electrons during a chemical reaction.

irt
c- Ar has no charge because it is chemically.bctive.l rrc s[1c-rrirg)

d- Al has a+/ charge because it donates/ electrons during a chemical reaction.33
e- Elernents within the same group form d['ftrent ions. ( n. [c.- ri^.i [u lt t\i' \ j6r-" ta J ct r,-r{Scr"*rit&r" -- " )
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